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The Editorial on the research topic

Geospatial Data Capturing, Processing, Analysis, and Visualization in Agro-Geoinformatics

Due to the ever-increasing availability of remotely sensed data, and accompanying advances in
image analysis, data storage, and processing solutions, a wealth of actionable data is now available
for various stakeholders, such as farmers, authorities and agro-service providers. In agriculture,
such geodata can be deployed for applications at various spatial scales such as:

• crop monitoring and management (Pinter et al., 2003; Atzberger, 2013),
• precision agriculture (Moran et al., 1997; Gebbers and Adamchuk, 2010; Lee et al., 2010),
• alerting and forecasting systems (Doraiswamy et al., 2003; Rembold et al., 2013),
• sustainable resource protection (Baret et al., 2007),
• ecological farming and sustainable intensification (Garnett et al., 2013),
• traceability of products (Opara, 2003),
• policy steering (Palm et al., 2014),
• index- and claim-based insurances (de Leeuw et al., 2014).

The field of Agro-Geoinformatics studies and advances the key enabling technologies, such as
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), Computer Science (CS), and Geographical
Information Systems (GIS), with as ultimate goal to create agro-software systems and tools
that tackle the above mentioned challenges. This Research Topic aims to study the latest web
developments, along with methods and technologies in geospatial data processing, analysis and
visualization, to advance the state-of-the-art in Agro-Geoinformatics.

For this Research Topic, we collected three articles reflecting recent innovations in Agro-
Geoinformatics. We open with a review article that explores the potential of satellite-derived crop
temporal metrics in yield gap assessments in smallholder cropping (Duncan et al.). The authors
study the potential added value and limitations of time series (crop phenology) throughout the
following typical workflow: identification of croplands, yield estimation, yield gap estimation,
applicability of temporal information in yield gap assessments, causation, and closure of yield gaps.
Existing approaches are discussed at each stage of the workflow. The authors conclude that, on
a practical level, the spatial resolution of remote sensing data with daily global coverage is too
coarse-grained to capture the heterogeneity and local variability of production in smallholder
landscapes. To overcome this limitation, the authors propose a future research agenda based
on fine spatial resolution crop phenology, either via data fusion or through new sensors
(e.g., Sentinel-2).
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Granell et al. Recent Developments in Agro-Geoinformatics

This review sets the stage for the following research
articles.

Vuolo et al. present an evaluation of geospatial technologies
and Earth Observation (EO) data applied to irrigation water
management in a semi-arid agricultural area in Lower Austria.
The authors utilize EO data to map crop evapotranspiration and
Web-GIS technologies to deliver personalized irrigation advices
to farmers. The Web-GIS allows a web-based data analysis
and interactive map visualization that are used for decision-
support. To perform their cost-benefit analysis, authors compare
irrigation volumes estimated from satellite imaginary with the
irrigation supplied by farmers during a demonstration campaign
in 2013. The results indicate that the amount of irrigation water
provided equals the maximum amount required by the crop, thus
leaving the possibility for optimizing irrigation and saving on cost
of water and energy for pumps. A qualitative evaluation indicates
a positive attitude of farmers toward the provided EO-based data
applied for irrigation water management, and a willingness to pay
for the information.

Rembold et al. present the latest developments regarding
(personal, non-exclusive and royalty-free license) software
specifically dedicated to the analysis of time series data: SPIRITS.
The software assists experts in analyzing remotely sensed image
time series for crop monitoring mostly recorded at high temporal

resolution and medium to low spatial resolution. Monitoring
vegetation conditions is a key aspect to enable sustainable
agriculture, and the analysis of time series data reflecting
vegetation status in near real-time over large areas is crucial in
understanding crop evolution. Obviously, there is also a close
link to drought monitoring. The paper overviews novelties in
SPIRITS that help toward this aim. Next to more technically
oriented features, the authors also explore new visualizations
such as matrix charts for comparing, interpreting and analyzing
remote sensing-based time series data. To conclude, the authors
forecast new developments in SPIRITS, and point out the most
important challenges for SPIRITS and other satellite image
processing tools.
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